We present photometric observations in Sloan filters g ′ , i ′ of the eclipsing W UMa stars USNO-A2.0 1350-17365531, V471 Cas, V479 Lac and V560 Lac. The sinusoidal-like O-C diagram of V471 Cas shows presence of third body with mass of 0.12 M ⊙ (red dwarf) at distance 897 R ⊙ . The O-C diagram of V479 Lac reveals period decreasing of dP/dt = -1.69 × 10 −6 d yr −1 . The results of the light curve solutions are: (i) The targets are overcontact binaries with small fill-out factors; (ii) Their components are F-K stars, comparable in size, whose temperature differences are below 80 K; (iii) All targets undergo partial eclipses and to limit the possible mass ratios we carried out two-step q-search analysis. The target global parameters (luminosities, radii, masses) were obtained on the base of their GAIA distances and the results of our light curve solutions. The obtained total mass of V560 Lac turns out smaller than the lower mass limit for the presently existing W UMa binaries of 1.0 -1.2 M ⊙ , i.e. this target is an peculiar overcontact system.
INTRODUCTION
The high-precision positions in the HertzsprungRussell diagram of stars of known surface abundances, provided by Hipparcos and by high-resolution spectroscopy, revealed discrepancies between the observations and the predictions of standard stellar models (Perryman et al. 1995) . Hence, although the fundamental principles of stellar evolution are well known, there are some aspects of the evolution and stellar interior which require further improvement of the theories. These problems need precise fundamental parameters of stars in different stages of their evolution.
Eclipsing binary systems are the most important sources of such information, especially the numerous W UMa-type binaries consisting of two main sequence stars embedded by a common convective photosphere (Lucy 1968a (Lucy , 1968b .
The determination of the global parameters of W UMa systems is difficult because the photometric 1 Department of Physics and Astronomy, Shumen University, 9700 Shumen, Bulgaria 2 Medical University, Varna, 84 Tcar Osvoboditel str., Bulgaria 3 Institute of Astronomy and NAO, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 72 Tsarigradsko Shose Blvd., 1784 Sofia, Bulgaria mass ratio of the most of them which undergo partial eclipses is poorly estimated (Rucinski 2001 , Terrell & Wilson 2005 . Moreover, their spectral mass ratios are not precise due to the highly broadened and blended spectral lines of the components (Frasca et al. 2000; Bilir et al. 2005; Dall & Schmidtobreick 2005) .
The GAIA mission (GAIA collaboration 2018) opens new horizons in the study of the W UMa stars because provides unprecedented parallax measurements of about one billion stars in our Galaxy. They would allow high-precision determination of the global parameters of many ground-based observed eclipsing binaries.
This paper presents photometric observations of the short-period W UMa-type systems USNO-A2.0 1350-17365531 (further on assigned as USNO 1350), V471 Cas, V479 Lac and V560 Lac. Table 1 presents information for their coordinates and variability from VSX database. The goal of our study was to determine their parameters by light curve solutions and GAIA distances as well as to search for period changes.
OBSERVATIONS
Our CCD photometric observations of the targets in Sloan g ′ , i ′ bands were carried out with the 30-cm Ritchey Chretien Astrograph (located into the IRIDA South dome) using CCD camera ATIK 4000M. Information for our observations is presented in Table 2 . The photometric data were reduced by AIP4WIN2.0 (Berry & Burnell 2005 ). An aperture ensemble photometry was performed with the software VPHOT using more than six standard stars (Table 3) in the observed field whose coordinates were taken from the catalogue UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2013) and their magnitudes from the catalogue APASS DR9.
LIGHT CURVE SOLUTIONS
We carried out the modeling of our data by the package PHOEBE (Prsa & Zwitter 2005 , Prsa et al. 2011 , 2016 which is based on the Wilson-Devinney (WD) code (Wilson & Devinney 1971 , Wilson 1979 . It allows simultaneous modeling of photometric data in a number of filters and provides a graphical user interface.
The observational data ( Fig. 1) show that the targets are overcontact systems and we modelled them using the corresponding mode "Overcontact binary not in thermal contact" of PHOEBE. (Luo et al. 2015) . The differences in the temperature values may due, at least partially, to the different (inappropriate) phase of measurements of GAIA and LAMOST. The last column reveals the adopted T m values in the procedure of the light curve solution.
We fixed the primary temperature T 1 = T m and searched for the best fit varying initial epoch T 0 , period P , secondary temperature T 2 , mass ratio q, inclination i and potential Ω. We adopted coefficients of gravity brightening 0.32 and reflection effect 0.5 appropriate for late stars (Table 4 ). The limb-darkening coefficients were interpolated according to the tables of Van Hamme (1993) . In order to reproduce the light curve distortions we used cool spots and varied their parameters (longitude λ, latitude β, angular size α and temperature factor κ). Hence, each spot introduce 4 new parameters which cannot be unambiguously determined (excepting spot longitude). That is why we used the following considerations to reduce the spot parameters: (i) Due to lack of additional knowledge (for instance spectral or polarimetric data) the spots were put on the primary (hotter) component but the same result could be reached by spot on the secondary component with bigger temperature contrast; (ii) We used equatorial spots, i.e. the spot latitude was fixed; (iii) The temperature contrast κ = (T ph − T sp )/T ph was varied in the range 0.8-0.9 appropriate for the component temperature (Berdyugina 2005) .
The eclipses of all targets do not contain flat bottom ( Fig. 1 ) that means partial eclipses. Hence, their photometric mass ratios are poorly determined (Rucinski 2001 , Terrell & Wilson 2005 ) and require q-search analysis. Firstly, we varied the mass ratio in a wide interval, from 0.1 to 10.0, to obtain the global minimum of the q-search curves (Fig. 2) . In order to limit further the possible mass ratios we mapped the χ 2 dependence on q (for values within the global minimum) and orbital inclination i (Fig. 3) . The obtained values of q and i were used in the last stage of the light curve solution. After reaching the best light curve solution we adjusted the stellar temperatures T 1 and T 2 around the value T m by the formulae (Kjurkchieva & Vasileva 2015 )
where the quantities c = l 2 /l 1 (the ratio of the relative luminosities of the stellar components) and ∆T = T m − T 2 are determined from the PHOEBE solution. Last fitting procedure was carried out for fixed T f 1 and T f 2 and corresponding limb-darkening coefficients in order to obtain the final and self-consistent solution. Table 5 contains the final values of the fitted stellar parameters and their uncertainties while Table 6 exhibits the calculated parameters: relative stellar radii r 1,2 ; fill-out factor f ; ratio of relative stellar luminosities l 2 /l 1 . Their errors are determined from the uncertainties of fitted parameters used for their calculation.
The synthetic curves corresponding to the parameters of our light curve solutions are shown in Fig. 1 as continuous lines while Fig. 4 exhibits the target three-dimensional configurations.
Global parameters
The target global parameters (Table 7) were calculated by the following procedure.
(1) We determined absolute target magnitude M V from the GAIA distance d (Bailer-Jones et al. 2018) and target magnitude V (corrected for extinction) by the formula for the distance modulus. The absolute target magnitude M bol was calculated from M V and bolometric correction corresponding to the target temperature. Then the absolute target luminosity L was obtained.
(2) PHOEBE yields as output parameters bolomet- (3) The absolute component radii R i were estimated from their luminosties L i and temperatures T i (adopting black-body emission).
(4) The absolute and relative component radii were used to obtain the orbital axis a.
(5) The target total masses M were calculated by the third Kepler law from the period P and orbital axis a. Then the component masses M i were obtained by M and mass ratio q.
Thus, the GAIA distances and the foregoing standard procedure for determination of global parameters of eclipsing binaries supersede the all old empirical relations (Rucinski 2004 , Gettel et al. 2006 applied for this aim.
Analysis of the results and conclusions
The main results from our study of the W UMatype binaries USNO 1350, V471 Cas, V479 Lac and V560 Lac are as follows.
(1) Initial epochs for the four targets were determined (Table 5 ) and their periods were improved.
(2) Our observations confirmed the conclusion of Liu & Tan (1991) that the orbital period of V471 Cas is not 0.335998 days (Table 1) (3) Besides our observations we found photometric data of V471 Cas and V479 Lac from SWASP database (Butters et al. 2010 ) and determined their times of minima. Moreover, we used the available times of minima of V471 Cas published in IBVS (Dvorak 2004; Hubscher , 2011 Hubscher , 2014 Hubscher et al. , 2006 Nelson 2008; Diethelm 2009 Diethelm , 2010 Diethelm , 2011 Diethelm , 2012 .
The O-C diagram of V471 Cas contains 34 times of minima (Fig. 5 ) which cover around 17 yrs. We excluded the times of minima obtained by Liu & Tan (1991) The O-C diagram of V479 Lac with 41 times of minima (Fig. 6 ) which cover around 18 yrs reveals period decreasing of dP/dt = -1.69 × 10 −6 d yr −1 . (4) The BV light curve solution of V471 Cas by Liu & Tan (1991) gives parameter values of V471 Cas: q = 0.595; i = 83.29
• ; T 1 = 5660 K, T 2 = 5636 K; Ω=2.986; r 1 = 0.44; r 2 = 0.34. These values are within the errors of ours excluding component temperatures which both are lower by around 300 K than ours. (5) All targets are slightly overcontact binaries with fillout factors up to 0.1.
(6) All targets undergo partial eclipses. We carried out a two-step q-search analysis to limit their possible mass ratios.
(7) The components of the targets are F-K stars. Their temperature differences are inconsiderable, below 80 K (Table 6) .
(8) The light curve distortions of USNO 1350, V471 Cas, and V560 Lac were reproduced by cool spots on their primaries. Summarizing the optical, X-ray, UV, IR, and radio observations, Dryomova & Svechnikov (2006) concluded that the contact W UMa-systems have a highly variable corona, whose appearance and heating mechanism presuppose the presence of a magnetic field generated by a dynamo mechanism in differentially rotating convective layers. An indirect confirmation of the existence of magnetic fields in these late-type stars is their spotted activity.
(9) The differences of the component temperatures (Table 6 ) are quite small to determine the subtype, W or A, of our targets.
(10) The components of all targets are comparable in size (Table 6 ). This is the reason for the partial eclipses even for their high orbital inclinations.
(11) The GAIA DR2 distances of the targets as well as the results of our light curve solutions allowed us to estimate the global parameters of USNO 1350, V471 Cas, V479 Lac and V560 Lac.
(12) The obtained total mass 0.745 M ⊙ of V560 Lac is smaller than the lower mass limit for the presently existing contact binaries of 1.0 -1.2 M ⊙ (Stepien 2006) . This means considerable mass loss and implies late evolutional stage. Possible mechanisms could be: (i) prolonged intensive mass loss from the binary during the phase semidetached system; (ii) sporadic mass losses during some burst-like events. The low mass makes V560 Lac an peculiar member of the W UMa binaries. Its future study may throw additional light on the evolution of these systems.
The determined masses, radii and luminosities of the target components present the main contribution of the paper because they could be used as tests of stellar models of W UMa-type binaries.
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